limited collector’s edition

G a n g s t e r , J a z z & H o l ly w o o d
An illustrated journey through the America of the 20s and 30s

gerstenberg

Gangster. The Bosses of Chicago
A book by Robert Nippoldt,
with. poster
isbn 978-3-8067-2941-2
A wonderfully illustrated expedition
through the 1920s crime scene.
Focus

Jazz: The Roaring Twenties
in New York
A book by Robert Nippoldt with
texts by Hans-Jürgen Schaal,
includes CD of original recordings
isbn 978-3-8369-2581-5

Hollywood in the 30s
A book by Robert Nippoldt
and Daniel Kothenschulte
isbn 978-3-8369-2628-7

The book is as beautiful as Garbo,
You couldn’t make a nicer book about as elegant as Fred Astaire and
this jazz era. A gift for eyes and ears! as quirky as the Marx Brothers
DeutschlandRadio Kultur
Roger Willemsen

Take a trip through time to America’s 1920s and 30s. Book artist
Robert Nippoldt together with jazz expert Hans-Jürgen Schaal and
movie critic Daniel Kothenschulte introduce shady gangsters,
swinging jazz greats and glittering Hollywood stars in a blend of
captivating drawing, well-found facts and witty anecdotes.
Be the recipient of Robert Nippoldt’s multi-acclaimed books with
one of only 100 limited collector’s editions enclosed in a cloth slipcase
together with the exclusive signed silkscreen “Legs and Stars”.

Collector’s edition “Gangster, Jazz & Hollywood”
Limited collector’s edition in cloth slipcase.
Includes Robert Nippoldt’s original autographs of the following single titles:
• Gangster. The Bosses of Chicago
144 pp., with 2-colored printed illustrations and one poster
• Jazz: The Roaring Twenties in New York
144 pp., with 2-color printed illustrations and one CD
• Hollywood in the 30s
160 pp., with 2-color printed illustrations and six full-color pages
* Legs and Stars, silkscreen printing on handmade paper, extra gold color,
signed, 100 copies limited print run; format 21 x 33 cm
isbn 978-3-8369-1226-6

Robert Nippoldt (born 1977) grew up in Kranenburg on the
Lower Rhine. After secondary school, the son of a judge
took a wrong turn with law studies before finding his way
to Münster in the summer of 1999 to study graphics and
illustration at the University of Applied Sciences. His degree
project, Gangster. The Bosses of Chicago, immediately found
its way to a publisher; Nippoldt thereafter focused his work
on art books. Following two years’ work, his next book
project, Jazz: The Roaring Twenties in New York was published
in the fall of 2007. Stiftung Buchkunst selected it as the
2007’s most beautiful German book. The last part of the
trilogy, Hollywood in the 30s, was published in 2010.
Nippoldt’s art has been featured in numerous exhibitions,
including Berlin, Darmstadt, Essen, Frankfurt, Leipzig and
Munich. His daring book projects teach both him and
his publishers the meaning of fear. When he’s not snorkeling
or trying to tune his guitar, he’s probably sketching in his
studio at Münster’s converted freight depot.
www.nippoldt.de

€ 260,–

Daniel Kothenschulte, studied art
history, theater, film and television arts and German literature.
Since 2001 he heads the film desk
at the Frankfurter Rundschau
daily newspaper. He has gathered
Germany’s most important collection of classic Hollywood-glamour
photographs and also spends his
free time as a silent movie pianist.
Hans-Jürgen Schaal, works as
a freelance music journalist and
author, edits Germany’s leading jazz
magazine, “Jazz thing” and curates
a series of concerts in southern
Germany.

Here’s how to order the limited collector’s edition of “Gangsters, Jazz & Hollywood”
(isbn 978-3-8369-1226-6 / € 260) (postage & handling not included):
Send your order by e-mail to robert@nippoldt.de

The books were honored with the
following awards:

gerstenberg

